Abstract: In blind, occipital cortex showed robust activation to nonvisual stimuli in many prior functional neuroimaging studies. The cognitive processes represented by these activations are not fully determined, although a verbal recognition memory role has been demonstrated. In congenitally blind and sighted (10 per group), we contrasted responses to a vibrotactile one-back frequency retention task with 5-s delays and a vibrotactile amplitude-change task; both tasks involved the same vibration parameters. The one-back paradigm required continuous updating for working memory (WM). Findings in both groups confirmed roles in WM for right hemisphere dorsolateral prefrontal (DLPFC) and dorsal/ventral attention components of posterior parietal cortex. Negative findings in bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal cortex suggested task performance without subvocalization. In bilateral occipital cortex, blind showed comparable positive responses to both tasks, whereas WM evoked large negative responses in sighted. Greater utilization of attention resources in blind were suggested as causing larger responses in dorsal and ventral attention systems, right DLPFC, and persistent responses across delays between trials in somatosensory and premotor cortex. In sighted, responses in somatosensory and premotor areas showed iterated peaks matched to stimulation trial intervals. The findings in occipital cortex of blind suggest that tactile activations do not represent cognitive operations for nonverbal WM task. However, these data suggest a role in sensory processing for tactile information in blind that parallels a similar contribution for visual stimuli in occipital cortex of sighted. Hum Brain Mapp 31:1686-1701,
INTRODUCTION
In congenital/early blind (EB), nonvisual stimulation activates all parts of occipital cortex that have been identified with visual stimulation in normally sighted (NS) [Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Tootell et al., 1996; Van Essen, 2004] . In NS, striate and immediately adjoining extrastriate cortex normally show minimal cross-modal responsiveness except possibly during visual imagery of nonvisual stimuli. In contrast, several extrastriate areas are multisensory and provide supramodal, abstracted information regardless of input modality [Cattaneo et al., 2008; Pietrini et al., 2004] . In EB, tactile stimulation evokes responses in striate, extrastriate, and larger responses in multisensory extrastriate areas [Burton et al., 2004 [Burton et al., , 2006 . The cross-modal activation in striate and lower tier extrastriate areas in blindness suggests functional reorganization [Burton, 2003; Burton and McLaren, 2008; Pascual-Leone et al., 2005] ; activity in multisensory extrastriate areas might indicate supramodal functions in the blind. However, a role for any occipital cortex activity in EB remains unclear despite evidence of a contribution to Braille literacy [Cohen et al., 1997 [Cohen et al., , 1999 Hamilton et al., 2000] .
One possibility is that occipital cortex activity in EB supports behavioral adaptations to blindness. For example, EB particularly rely on memory and augmented retention of verbal descriptions [Amedi et al., 2003] , which results in adept serial recall of word lists [Raz et al., 2007] . These long-term verbal recognition processes activate greater positive correlations between response magnitudes in left striate cortex and verbal recognition performance compared to verb generation [Amedi et al., 2003; Raz et al., 2005] . Furthermore, preferential left occipital cortex activation in verbal semantic and recognition tasks parallels left dominance for language in frontal cortex [Amedi et al., 2003] .
Equally important for EB is short-term working memory (WM) of tactile and auditory sensations when navigating the environment. In NS people, WM for visualized environments is crucial in spatial localization. Similarly, EB use spatial WM for touched objects to develop mental images of space [Vecchi, 1998; Vecchi et al., 2004] and spatial parameters of configuration and orientation of these objects. In EB, a tactile version of a spatial WM task activated the same dorsal extrastriate ''visual'' areas engaged in NS with similar spatial tactile and visual WM paradigms [Ricciardi et al., 2006] . Thus, EB tend to show utilization of the same ''where'' networks in the dorsal ''visual'' system for spatial WM engaged by sighted.
A primary aim of the present study was to determine whether a WM task involving tactile vibration stimulation selectively activated any occipital areas in EB. To disambiguate the study of WM processes, the current paradigm was nonverbal, stimuli were unidimensional, and required no tactile spatial processing. Furthermore, no haptic behavior was required because stimulation was passive with completely controlled parameters. A key control was using identical stimulation parameters for the WM and sensory detection tasks. Consequently, activation of striate cortex in EB during a bare essential task may elucidate the role of this cortex in tactile WM. Furthermore, results in multisensory extrastriate areas examine whether a simple tactile WM task is similarly processed by EB and NS in supramodal regions. The issue in extrastriate multisensory areas is whether a simple tactile WM task is sufficient to activate these regions.
A secondary goal was to ascertain whether prefrontal and parietal region contributions to WM and attention to memory (reviewed in Barch and Smith [2008] , Cabeza and Nyberg [2000] , Curtis and D'Esposito [2003] , Duncan and Owen [2000] , Jonides et al. [2008] , and Wager and Smith [2003] ) differed in EB compared to NS. We also examined sensory processing of tactile vibrations in somatosensory and premotor areas for possible group differences. Analyses in these different regions sought to determine whether known superior attention performance in EB [Collignon et al., 2006] might explain activity differences between groups. Better attentional performance in EB could account for better recall of tactile objects [D'Angiulli and Waraich, 2002] , which might find neurophysiological expression in response differences in attention and somatosensory areas.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants provided informed consent following guidelines approved by the Human Studies Committee of Washington University. Participants self-reported no neurological conditions or head trauma, and no contraindication to MRI. Normal brain anatomy was confirmed with structural images. Twelve congenitally blind (Table I, 
Vibrotactile Stimulation Tasks
For each task, identically sequenced matched and balanced vibrotactile stimulation parameters were delivered to the right index fingertip with a MRI-compatible vibrator [Burton et al., 2004] . Every trial included 1-s vibration at a constant frequency followed by 5-s with no stimulation during which participants made a task response. Vibration frequencies varied pseudorandomly from trial to trial, but were the same across tasks. Frequency and amplitude parameters used during imaging were determined for each participant in prior training sessions (Table II) .
Six successive trials were presented during a $32-s block with stimulation ON followed by a 24-s block with stimulation OFF (Fig. 1A) . Each of eight runs contained five ON/OFF blocks; four runs were devoted to each task.
The one-back (WM) task involved deciding whether vibration frequencies matched between the current and prior trial (Fig. 1B; F2 vs. F1 or F3 vs. F3) . Matches had a 50% probability. Vibration amplitudes were constant throughout a trial and set to approximate equal intensity sensations [Sinclair and Burton, 1996] across presented frequencies (Table II) .
The amplitude-change (A-C) task involved detecting whether vibration amplitude persisted or changed during a trial. Changes in amplitude occurred after 0.5 s of stimulation. Equally probable trial types involved constant amplitude ( Fig. 1C; A1 , A4 or A6) and two amplitudes with r fMRI to Remembered Vibrotactile Frequencies r r 1687 r an equal number of trials presenting amplitude increases or decreases ( Fig. 1C ; A2 or A5, A3). Trial types and presented frequencies were pseudorandomized. Applied frequency was irrelevant when detecting amplitude changes.
Participants responded on trials two through six by pressing buttons on a fiberoptic response pad. The question for the WM task was whether the frequency in two successive trials matched. The question for the A-C task was whether vibration amplitude changed during a trial. For each task the button pressed with the middle finger meant ''yes'' the frequencies matched or ''yes'' amplitudes changed; and the button pushed with the index finger indicated ''no'' matched frequencies or ''no'' amplitude change. Responses were recorded by software that controlled stimulation timing, which was synchronized to brain volume image acquisitions.
Task difficulty was assessed using trials with hard or more easily discriminated differences. Larger frequency or amplitude differences were easier to discriminate. The frequency or amplitude differences used to assess difficulty were individually specified from prior psychophysical testing in each participant.
Each run exclusively involved one task and difficulty level. Tasks alternated on successive runs, and difficulty levels were switched after each pair of runs, yielding two runs for each task-difficulty presentation. Task and difficulty level was announced prior to each run.
Image Acquisition, Preprocessing, and Atlas Registration
A vacuum cushion stabilized head position inside a twelve-element RF head matrix coil. A blindfold covered all participant eyes, but did not completely obscure room lights for NS. Room lights were turned off and all participants closed their eyes during functional scans.
Structural images were acquired from sagittal T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) ). Functional images based on blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast responses [Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1990] were acquired using T2* echo-planar images (EPI) in Siemens 3T scanners (Erlangen, Germany). NS were scanned in an Allegra using a custom, single-shot (1) to correct for head motion within and across scans, (2) to adjust for intensity differences due to interleaved slice acquisition, (3) to normalize global mean signal intensity across EPI runs to mode 1000, (4) to compensate for slice-dependent time shifts using sync interpolation, and (4) to align EPI images to a template [Buckner et al., 2004 ] that conforms to Talairach and Tournoux atlas space [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] based on spatial normalization procedures [Lancaster et al., 1995] . Atlas alignment was through 12 parameter affine transformation that linked the first image volume of each EPI run (averaged over all runs after cross-run realignment) to MP-RAGE structural images [Burton et al., 2006; Ojemann et al., 1997] . Atlas transformed images were resampled to 2-mm 3 isotropic voxels and spatially smoothed using a 2-voxel Gaussian kernel (4-mm FWHM).
Statistical Analyses
A general linear model (GLM) was computed per participant to obtain per voxel estimates of percent MR signal change relative to baseline over the time course for each epoch-type (i.e., block of six trials for one-back or A-C tasks) [Friston et al., 1995 [Friston et al., , 1998 Miezin et al., 2000] . Initial frames in each run were excluded to achieve magnetization stabilization. BOLD responses were estimated for single long duration epochs (26 frames) that began with 16 frames during six trials of stimulation (ON cycles) and continued into ten frames with no stimulation (OFF cycles; Fig. 1A ).
3 The GLM included terms for 26 time points for each epoch-type, a baseline intercept signal, linear trend in MR signal across concatenated runs, and a temporal highpass filter (0.014 Hz).
Response magnitudes per epoch-type were computed by cross-correlating BOLD responses per voxel with a 26 frame boxcar function. The boxcar function was modeled as a 2 s delayed gamma function for the hemodynamic response [Boynton et al., 1996] . T-statistics were computed from fitting BOLD and hemodynamic responses 4 [Friston et al., 1995; Zarahn et al., 1997] and then transforming to normally distributed z-scores. Individual volumetric zscore statistical maps were created in Talairach atlas coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] .
Difficulty levels were assessed using a repeated-measure, mixed-effects ANOVA on whole-brain volumetric group data. Experimental factors were difficulty (two levels), time (26 frames), and time by difficulty. Participants were treated as a random factor. The dependent variable was percent MR signal change per epoch-type from each participant. Computed F-ratios were converted to z-scores whose degrees of freedom were adjusted for covariance (sphericity correction) and thresholded for significance at P ¼ 0.05 with z ¼ 3.5 and cluster-size of 24 contiguous voxels using a Monte-Carlo simulation to correct for multiple comparisons [Forman et al., 1995] .
Contrasts between tasks and groups were analyzed after registering volumetric data to a standard cortical surface 3 Trials within an ON cycle were separated by 5-s interval, which was previously determined to be an optimal interval for studying shortterm vibrotactile memory [Sinclair and Burton, 1996] . However, the delayed nature of BOLD response recovery to baseline is longer than 5 s, which compromised modeling responses per trial. Consequently, multiple trials across a single ON cycle were modeled as a single long duration epoch [Ollinger et al., 2001a,b] . 4 The t-value was computed from the ratio of the cross-correlation magnitudes (summed dot product) to the standard deviation of the residuals. 5 Next, the participant-specific spherical surface for a hemisphere was aligned to the atlas average spherical coordinate space (PALS-B12 atlas). Alignments between participant and atlas hemispheres were based on the coordinates for six anatomical landmarks individually identified in a hemisphere [Van Essen, 2005] . Mapping matrices created through deploying a spherical deformation algorithm were subsequently used to register data between surfaces.
Group t-maps were computed after registering volumetric z-scores to the surface nodes of the PALS-B12 atlas. The distribution of cortical activity per task for each group was determined by averaging the uncorrected F-statistic zscores per PALS-B12 atlas node. A t-test assessed whether average z-scores significantly differed from a z-score population mean of zero [Bosch, 2000] .
Time-course analysis relied on data extracted from previously defined regions of interest (ROI) [Burton et al., 2008a,b] .
6 Table III lists centers of mass coordinates for all defined ROI. Each ROI contains a unique population of surface nodes. Time-course data registered to all nodes within an ROI for each participant were extracted and averaged across the nodes. A separate average was computed at each time interval per epoch. Consequently, each participant contributed a single average time course per epoch-type for each ROI. These selected ROI averages per participant were the dependent values in subsequent statistics. A repeatedmeasures, random-effects MANOVA (PROC GLM, Statistical Analysis System version 9.1, SAS Institute, Carey, NC) of time-course data was computed per ROI for task or group contrasts. The repeats were based on the number of imaging runs per task 7 , and participants were treated as a random factor. We contrasted tasks for each group (WM vs. A-C) and compared groups for each task (EB vs. NS) based on the P values of the exact F-statistic from Wilks' Lambda. All cited P values for task and group contrasts were multiple comparisons corrected for 11 ROI per hemisphere.
RESULTS

Task Performance During Imaging
Task performance was better on the A-C task in both groups. Thus, accuracy was greater and reaction times faster during the A-C compared to the WM task (Table  IV) . A two-way ANOVA of these data found no significant interaction factor of task by group (F ¼ 2.16, df ¼ 1/156, P ¼ 0.14), indicating that the tasks had the same effect on both groups. Furthermore, reaction times on each of the tasks did not differ significantly between groups. Accuracy One-back vibration frequency task. The question for the one-back task was whether the frequency in two successive trials matched. C. Amplitudechange task. A baseline vibration amplitude was maintained (A1, A4, or A6), increased (A2 or A5), or decreased (A3) during an On cycle. The question for the amplitude-change task was whether vibration amplitude changed during a trial. A button response was required for stimulation trials 2-6. The trial 1 stimulation was attended but not responded to. The button pressed with the middle finger meant ''yes'' and with the index finger indicated ''no'' for the questions posed by each task.
5 Participant surfaces reflected gray and white matter segmentation of brain volumes and surface reconstructions that approximated the unique course of cortical layer IV. However, activity anywhere within the gray matter was probably captured and registered to the surface nodes despite a mid-cortical/layer IV segmentation boundary, because data was collected in 4-mm 3 voxels, transformed to 2 mm 3 and spatially smoothed to 4 mm at FWHM. 6 Cortical regions included Brodmann areas [Drury et al., 1999; Van Essen, 2005] , parietal opercular subdivisions [Burton et al., 2008a; Eickhoff et al., 2006] , selected functional partitions of several Brodmann areas as described previously [Burton et al., 2008b] , and occipital cortex visuotopic subdivisions [Van Essen, 2005; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007] . 7 The repeated estimates for response time course were obtained from GLMs recomputed for each run, which provided 40 sets of time-course data for each task. For the amplitude task, we evaluated 40 data sets for each group. During the frequency task NS contributed 40 and blind 37 data sets. The omitted runs were due to excessive movement during two BOLD runs in one EB and poor performance during one BOLD run in another EB.
r Burton et al. r r 1690 r was also significantly higher on the easy compared to the more difficult trials, but reaction times did not differ with difficulty in each group (Table IV) . A two-way ANOVA for the interaction of difficulty by group was not significant (F ¼ 2.43, df: 1/156, P ¼ 0.12), indicating each group was similarly affected by the two difficulty levels.
Group and Task t-Maps
Overall, in both groups, the two tasks activated comparable bilateral areas in frontal (medial, dorsolateral prefrontal, precentral gyral), insula and parietal cortex (postcentral gyrus, parietal operculum, inferior supramarginal gyrus) (see Fig. 2 ). Activation in the superior parietal lobule (BA7) was more extensive in posterior IPS of EB individuals (see Fig. 2 ). The tasks particularly affected occipital cortex in EB; significant activity occurred in medial striate (BA 17), adjacent extrastriate (BA 18, cuneus and lingual gyri), superior occipital/parietal, and middle occipital/temporal cortex (BA 19). In reference to defined visual areas in NS, EB showed activity in V1, V2, VP, V3, V3a, V7, and LOC/MTþ. Ventral occipital/temporal cortex along the fusiform gyrus was minimally activated. 
Effect of Task Difficulty
Data across difficulty levels were combined in all analyses, because there were no regional differences in cortical activity related to task difficulty. Thus, neither volumetric ANOVA analyses nor surface-based statistical maps showed differences between easy and hard tasks for either task or group.
Task Contrasts
Prefrontal cortex
In the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), responses during the WM task were significantly larger in Fig. 4 ). In NS, larger responses during the WM task probably accounted for a significant main effect of task (P ¼ 0.012). In EB, the significant factor was the interaction term of time by task (P ¼ 0.01), which suggests that the shape of the response time course differed between tasks. Possibly in EB response magnitude differences between tasks varied with time and only some image frames had larger responses during the WM task. These task related response differences in right DLPFC might have reflected differences in the way participants solved the two tasks; the latter interpretation is suggested by a significant participant factor in the MANOVA (P < 0.001). Both groups showed no differences in the left hemisphere DLPFC, because responses during both tasks completely overlapped (not shown).
Intraparietal sulcal cortex
In anterior IPS on the right, the WM task evoked larger responses in both groups (see Fig. 4 ). In NS, these larger responses led to a significant main effect for task (P ¼ 0.024). In EB, there was a significant time by task effect (P < 0.001) (see Fig. 4 ), which suggests waveform shape differences possibly resulting from larger responses during the WM task only during some frames. Only EB showed similar significant effects in posterior IPS (not shown). Both groups showed no significant task response differences in left hemisphere IPS regions (not shown).
Occipital cortex
In EB, striate and all studied extrastriate cortex ROI had comparable overlapping positive responses during both tasks (see Fig. 4 ).
Responses in NS were more varied. The WM task evoked negative BOLD responses bilaterally; the A-C task evoked small positive or variable size negative responses depending on the occipital ROI (Fig. 4) . WM task responses in striate and other lower tier visual ROI were less negative (Fig. 4 , lingual/cuneus gyri); in higher tier extrastriate visual ROI these responses were more negative Group t-maps for each group and task were computed after registering volumetric uncorrected F-statistic z-scores to the surface nodes of the inflated and flattened average PALS-B12 surfaces [Van Essen, 2005; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007] . The distribution of cortical activity per task for each group was determined by averaging the z-scores per PALS-B12 atlas node. A t-test assessed whether average z-scores per node significantly differed from a z-score population mean of zero [Bosch, 2000] . Scale shows t-values for 9 df per node (P values 0.0007-0.0001). IT, inferior temporal cortex; ITS, inferior temporal sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; MOg, middle occipital gyrus; PH, parahippocampal gyrus; PO, parietal operculum; PCG, postcentral gyrus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus. (Fig. 4 , middle/superior occipital gyri). Task contrasts in lower tier visual areas were not significant in NS, possibly because variances were large and response magnitudes were minimally different despite polarity distinctions. In higher tier visual areas, both tasks evoked negative responses bilaterally. For example, in the middle/superior occipital gyri associated with V3, V3A, and V7, larger negative responses during the WM task resulted in a main effect for task bilaterally in NS. Figure 4 shows these results from the right hemisphere (Fig. 4 , P ¼ 0.014); on the left the main effect had P < 0.001. In the more ventral occipital region near the middle occipital gyrus/inferior temporal sulcus that is associated with LOC/MTþ, negative responses were generally larger during the WM task, which resulted in a significant main effect of task on the left (P < 0.001). Negative responses from LOC/MTþ in NS are shown in Figure 5 .
Group Contrasts
Occipital cortex
The WM task in EB and NS evoked opposing response polarities that resulted in a main effect of group bilaterally with most P values <0.01. Figure 5 shows examples of these differences in V1 and LOC/MTþ. The group contrasts for the A-C task were more varied because in NS different ROI showed small positive, baseline, or small negative responses, whereas EB showed positive responses in all occipital ROI. On the right larger positive responses in EB compared to NS yielded a significant main effect of group in calcarine sulcal cortex, V1 (P ¼ 0.018), lingual/cuneus gyri, V2 (P ¼ 0.01), and higher tier ROI (P < 0.001). On the left more variable and reduced magnitude positive responses in EB compared to near baseline activity in NS resulted in no significant group effect in V1, a significant time by group effect in V2 (P ¼ 0.0055), and in both tested higher tier visual ROI (P < 0.001).
Intraparietal sulcal cortex
EB had significantly larger responses than NS during each task in the posterior IPS ROI (see Fig. 5 ). These group magnitude differences were significant (for the WM task, P < 0.001 bilaterally; for the A-C task on the right, P < 0.001; and on the left, P ¼ 0.0033).
In anterior IPS, EB had more sustained responses compared to small repeating peaks in NS (not shown). The response peaks were less evident than those observed in the somatosensory regions (see below). These response shape differences resulted in significant time by group effects (WM task P < 0.001 on the right and P ¼ 0.055 on the left; A-C task P < 0.001 on the right).
Figure 3.
Regions of interest (ROI) indicated on average PALS-B12 flattened and inflated surfaces. Each ROI contains a unique population of surface nodes. Cortical regions were previously defined and included Brodmann areas [Drury et al., 1999; Van Essen, 2005] , parietal opercular subdivisions [Burton et al., 2008a; Eickhoff et al., 2006] , selected functional partitions of several Brodmann areas [Burton et al., 2008b] , and occipital cortex visuotopic subdivisions [Van Essen, 2005; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007] . Letter tags are identified in Table III .
Prefrontal cortex
The groups showed significant response differences in DLPFC only during the WM task. In EB larger magnitudes and varied shapes resulted in significant time by group effects bilaterally (see Fig. 5 ). However, on the right, the presence of unequal variances (from test for sphericity) make the significant parametric time by group effect questionable.
Parietal cortex
NS had responses with multiple positive peaks and prominent following troughs (see Fig. 6 ). EB had more sustained responses with any peaks followed by shallow troughs (see Fig. 6 ). The $6 peaks in the left ROI tracked stimulation trial timing; the $5 peaks in the right ROI followed button presses. Peaks were more evident in responses from the PCG (S1) and OP 1 (S2) compared to BA 40. The different response shapes resulted in significant time by group effects bilaterally for both tasks (see Fig. 6 ).
Premotor cortex
The right PMd showed significantly different sustained responses in EB compared to repeating small peaks in NS during the WM task (P ¼ 0.044) (similar to RH OP1 in Fig.  6 ). During the amplitude task EB had significantly larger responses than NS (P ¼ 0.001). In this instance EB showed Response time courses during the working memory task (Freq) from defined ROI in both hemispheres and from early blind (EB) and normally sighted (NS). Data points show mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) from 10 participants per group. a steady positive response, whereas those in NS hovered near baseline. In left PMv EB had more sustained responses compared to small peaks and shallow troughs in NS (WM, P ¼ 0.0044; amplitude, P < 0.001) (similar to LH OP1 in Fig. 6 ). Response shape differences in premotor cortex resulted in significant time by group effects.
DISCUSSION
Activity in Occipital Cortex
These findings confirm reports that tactile stimulation activates all lower tier ''visual'' areas in EB [Burton et al., Gizewski et al., 2003; Kujala et al., 1995; Ptito et al., 2005; Rö der et al., 1996; Sadato et al., 1996 Sadato et al., , 2002 Sathian, 2005; Stilla and Sathian, 2008; Uhl et al., 1991] . However, neither striate nor lower tier extrastriate (e.g., V2, VP, etc.) cortex activity differed between WM and vibration A-C tasks. In contrast, prior reports indicated greater left striate cortex activity in EB during long-term verbal recognition [Amedi et al., 2003] , episodic verbal memory [Raz et al., 2005] , or word recall in semantic tasks [Burton et al., 2002a [Burton et al., ,b, 2003 . Thus, striate and lower tier extrastriate regions similarly showed no preferential role for tactile WM. In the current study, the absence of response differences between tasks possibly occurred because verbal mnemonics were not utilized. The absence of activity in left ventrolateral prefrontal language areas may have reflected the latter. Alternatively, striate cortex in EB only contributes to long-term memory processes occurring over several minutes rather than seconds. Currently under study is whether a nonverbal, longer-term tactile recognition task preferentially activates striate cortex in EB.
Prior studies with EB and NS reported that a more dorsal extrastriate occipito-parietal region overlying the posterior end of the intraparietal sulcus may be specialized for spatial processes involving visual and tactile spatial WM Ricciardi et al., 2006] and/or a variety of spatial parameters [Prather et al., 2004; Stilla et al., 2007; Zangaladze et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2005] . The current WM paradigm did not support the notion of a nonspatial tactile WM role for this extrastriate region in either group. Indeed, NS showed suppressed activity in this occipitoparietal region. The current findings possibly arose because the tasks did not involve visual-type spatial parameters similar to those previously studied in EB and NS Ricciardi et al., 2006; Vecchi, 1998; Vecchi et al., 1995] . These data in EB suggest a general reorganization of this dorsal extrastriate region toward any tactile input as opposed to a novel role in tactile short-term WM. Alternatively, the findings of a spatial tactile WM role in prior studies were confounded by haptic exploration of tactile objects and the absence of a contrasting non-WM task based on identical parameters.
The lateral occipital complex (LOC) is another multisensory extrastriate region [Hasson et al., 2002 [Hasson et al., , 2003 Stilla and Sathian, 2008; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004] associated with the ''what'' pathway for visual and tactile object recognition [Hasson et al., 2002; Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994] . Prior findings showed that LOC responds during identification of two-and three-dimensional tactile objects/shapes [Amedi et al., 2001 [Amedi et al., , 2002 James et al., 2002; Pietrini et al., 2004; Prather et al., 2004; Stilla and Sathian, 2008; Stoesz et al., 2003] . The vibrotactile stimuli used in the current tasks lacked the multiple dimensions of objects. Yet, both tasks activated LOC in EB and suppressed responses in NS. Responses were larger on the right in EB. The findings in EB again indicate that the LOC multisensory area processes tactile inputs in general as opposed to some supramodal representation of object category.
The human middle temporal area (hMTþ) is a third ''visual'' multisensory, supramodal region in NS that is thought to extract information about stimulus flow irrespective of whether the motion is across the skin [Burton et al., 2006; Hagen et al., 2002; Ricciardi et al., 2007] or retina [Jiang et al., 1994; Reppas et al., 1997; Tootell et al., 1995] . The vibrotactile stimuli used in the current tasks did not move across the skin. However, as in the other multisensory extrastriate regions, both tasks activated MTþ in EB and suppressed responses in NS. These findings again indicate adaptive, generalized processing of tactile information in EB.
NS showed response suppression in most extrastriate regions. Response suppression has been described previously in a sensory cortical region when attention was directed to a modality different from that normally served by that area of cortex [e.g., Drevets et al., 1995; Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Haxby et al., 1994; Weaver and Stevens, 2007 ]. An example of this effect was suppressed activity in visual cortex in NS when they attended the tactile stimuli in both tasks. Greater response suppression occurred during the WM task, which also evoked larger responses in parietal cortex attention areas (see below). Possibly greater visual cortex suppression during WM reflected more resource allocation to touch during this task.
Dorsolateral Frontal Cortex and WM
Both groups showed greater activity in right DLPFC during the WM task, which confirmed a crucial role for DLPFC in WM (reviewed in Curtis and D'Esposito [2003] , Jonides et al. [2008] , Petrides [2000] , Wager and Smith [2003] , and Zimmer [2008] ). Response differences in DLPFC possibly indicated distinctions in the types and extent of simple storage and executive processing required by the two tasks. The WM task involved continuous updating of stimulus frequency, which is one of several executive processes engaged by WM [Wager and Smith, 2003] . Continuous updating incorporated encoding a prior vibration frequency, maintaining a representation of the frequency through a 5-s delay, manipulating the perception of a probe vibration frequency in the next trial against a stored/coded representation of a prior vibration, and then attending to determine whether the stored representation matched the probe vibration frequency in the next trial. In contrast, detecting amplitude change involved an immediate and unitary sensation in a single trial. There was no extended delay interval for remembering vibration amplitudes; there was no updating of any short-term memory representation of amplitude between trials. Thus, smaller responses in DLPFC during the A-C task possibly engaged fewer and less complicated cognitive operations.
Attention Effects
EB showed greater activation of prefrontal and parietal regions during the WM task. Thus, during the WM task, EB had larger responses than NS in the right DLPFC, r fMRI to Remembered Vibrotactile Frequencies r r 1697 r superior bank of IPS, anterior bank of IPS, and more sustained responses in frontal premotor areas (see below). These response differences point to the possibility of greater ''attention to memory'' effects in EB compared to NS people. This notion is consistent with superior attention performance in EB [Collignon et al., 2006] . Additionally, attention may be enhanced in EB by a posterior shift to occipital cortex of top-down attention processes [Kujala et al., 2000] . Both IPS regions and frontal premotor areas are components of the dorsal attention system [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Corbetta et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2006] . Thus, superior attention in EB possibly was responsible for larger and more persistent responses during the WM task in frontal-parietal memory and attention regions. Such response enhancements are characteristic in somatosensory cortex when NS attend tactile stimulation [Burton et al., 1999 [Burton et al., , 2008b Burton and Sinclair, 2000] .
Larger responses and greater spatial extent of activity during the WM task in components of the dorsal and ventral attention systems [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Corbetta et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2006] in intraparietal sulcal and ventral supramarginal cortex, respectively, are consistent with a linkage of this cortex to enhanced activity in DLPFC [Curtis and D'Esposito, 2003 ]. Thus, posterior parietal cortex shows enhanced responses during working, long-term, and episodic memory processes (reviewed in Buckner and Wheeler [2001] , Cabeza [2008] , and Cabeza et al. [2008] ). Larger responses in EB might have facilitated ''attention to memory'' Ciaramelli et al., 2008; Olson and Berryhill, 2009 ] of vibration frequency. Responses in the same cortical location during the A-C task might reflect attention to the attribute of amplitude change [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002] . However, smaller responses in posterior parietal cortex during amplitude change probably were due to lower attention demands when detecting changes in vibration amplitude [Whang et al., 1991] .
Similarly, EB showed enhanced responses during the WM task in primary and secondary somatosensory areas of PCG and OP 1, respectively. The principal distinction was repeated peaks in the responses from NS compared to relatively sustained responses in EB. The peaked responses more faithfully followed the six vibration trials on the left and stimulation from five button presses on the right; and the sustained responses bridged delays between stimulation trials. Parts of premotor cortex showed similar response shape differences between groups. There were fewer group differences during the A-C task, which might have reflected the need for fewer attention resources when detecting changes in tactile stimulation [Sathian and Burton, 1991; Whang et al., 1991] . Whether learned skills at allocating more attention to tactile sensory processing in EB were responsible for more sustained responses is a question for further study.
CONCLUSIONS
The current results showed no disproportionate utilization of any part of occipital cortex in EB for vibrotactile WM. The vibrotactile stimuli lacked verbal, spatial, dimensional, and motion parameters and yet overwhelmingly activated several multisensory, supramodal occipital regions previously studied using more diverse tactile parameters. Most parsimoniously, occipital cortex in EB has a significant role in tactile sensory processing irrespective of its cognitive context. Consequently, temporary [Cohen et al., 1997 [Cohen et al., , 1999 or permanent [Hamilton et al., 2000] lesions of occipital cortex in EB might disrupt tactile sensory processing and in so doing cause Braille agnosia. In NS, similar occipital cortex lesions would interrupt visual processing and thereby disrupt reading text. Because the tactile tasks lacked a verbal component, the present study does not discount prior evidence of blindness induced adaptations for word recognition memory in left striate cortex. Similarly, because the vibrotactile stimuli did not involve spatial or multidimensional object parameters, this study does not argue against a supramodal role for multisensory extrastriate regions in spatial or object cognition. However, deserving further scrutiny is persistent evidence of larger right occipital responses to tactile stimulation; particularly puzzling was activity ipsilateral to the stimulated hand. Additionally, other studies have shown that EB have learned skills for superior attentional performance. The larger responses in frontal and parietal regions particularly involved in ''attention to memory'' possibly resulted from these attention skills in EB. Better attention to tactile inputs might also underlie the sustained delayinterval activity between stimulation trials in somatosensory and premotor cortex in EB participants.
